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Augmented Neural Network for Full Robot
Kinematic Modelling in SE(3)

Francesco Cursi , Member, IEEE, Weibang Bai , Weiyi Li , Eric M. Yeatman , Fellow, IEEE,
and Petar Kormushev

Abstract—Due to the increasing complexity of robotic structures,
modelling robots is becoming more and more challenging, and
analytical models are very difficult to build. Machine learning
approaches have shown great capabilities in learning complex map-
ping and have widely been used in robot model learning and control.
Generally, the inverse kinematics is directly learned, yet, learning
the forward kinematics is simpler and allows computing exploiting
the optimality of the controllers. Nevertheless, the learning method
has no knowledge about the differential relationship between the
position and velocity mappings. Currently, few works have targeted
learning full robot poses considering both position and orientation.
In this letter, we present a novel feedforward Artificial Neural
network (ANN) architecture to learn full robot pose in SE(3)
incorporating differential relationships in the learning process.
Simulation and real world experiments show the capabilities of
the proposed network to properly model the robot pose and its
advantages over standard ANN.

Index Terms—Model learning for control, machine learning for
robot control, kinematics.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODELLING the kinematics is an important aspect in
robotics, as it allows mapping the control variables to

the task space and viceversa [1]. However, with the advancement
of technology and needs, robot models are becoming more and
more complex, thus obtaining accurate models is becoming very
challenging.

Machine learning techniques such as Artificial Neural Net-
works (ANN) have become very popular and efficient in dealing
with complex physical models, and they have been widely used
in robotics for modelling and control [2]. Learning approaches
like Reinforcement learning or trail-and-error-based [3], [4]
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need a lot of data, appropriate definition of the reward function,
and might not be applicable in scenarios where safety is required
(e.g. robotic surgery).

On the other hand, black-box model-based techniques are
used to approximate models of robots given some input and
output data. The model can then be employed to formulate the
control as an optimization problem [5] and exploit the efficacy
of standard and consolidated control techniques.

Most state-of-the-art works only learn the mapping to robots’
tip position, without considering the orientation. Different works
have focused on implementing ANN to learn quaternions [6]
or to extract an object pose from camera images [7] by using
recurrent or convolutional networks, resulting in high network
complexity.

With regards to control, the vast majority of research works
have been focusing on learning the inverse kinematics of robotic
structures, as in [8]–[12], directly finding the control variables,
given a desired task. Learning the inverse kinematics is however
challenging as the mapping is generally not univocal and it does
not allow exploiting redundancies in the control, since the output
depends only on the training data [13]. The forward kinematics
is generally used only for prediction, as in [14].

Having access to the forward kinematic model, conversely,
allows combining robot models (as in micro-macro manipulators
for surgical applications [15], [16]), and employing optimal
control techniques to better control the robotic system, by ex-
ploiting redundancies as in [17], [18] or in [19] where the learnt
model is used in a model predictive controller. This requires
differentiating the kinematic mapping to compute the robot’s
Jacobian, which is performed only after the model is learnt.
ANN with differential relationships have recently been used
for learning partial differential equations [20], but their use
in robotics is still limited. Yet, as shown in [21], augmenting
the training loss function with differential relationships for the
velocity mapping allows the network to learn a better model and
then be more accurate for control purposes. A similar approach
has been presented in [22], [23], but it requires ground truth
values for each entry of the Jacobian matrix.

In this work we aim to advance our recent work in robot
kinematic model learning [21] by:
� proposing a feasible representation for the orientation in

terms of Roll, Pitch, Yaw (RPY) angles;
� proposing a neural network architecture to learn full robots’

pose in SE(3) for the position and orientation, incorporating
differential relationships during training.
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The proposed model will also be made available online
at https://github.com/cursi36/AugNet_RobotKinematics. RPY
angles have been chosen due to their simpler representation.
Additionally, our proposed representation allows overcoming
discontinuities in model learning, but the use of RPY still re-
quires proper motion planning to avoid singularities (e.g. Gimbal
lock). We here compare our model to a standard feedforward
ANN learning and test it for controlling two different robotic
structures.

The letter is thus structured as follows.
Section II briefly describes feedforward ANN, along with

robot kinematic modelling and control. Section III presents the
proposed architecture; Section IV shows the modelling and
control results using the proposed architectures, and, finally
conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section a brief introduction of ANN, along with robot
kinematic modelling and control, is presented.

A. Feedforward Artificial Neural Networks

Given a dataset of input and output points and output, feed-
forward ANN have been shown to be universal approximators
capable of learning the complex mapping between them [24].
Thanks to their parametric and layered structure, it is easily
possible to compute the derivatives of the network output with
respect to the network weights through back-propagation. Ad-
ditionally, it is also possible to compute in a similar way the
derivatives of the output with respect to the inputs. This will be
very useful for solving the inverse kinematics of the robot as
shown in the following sections.

B. Robot Kinematic Modelling

Robot kinematics finds the relationship between the control
variables θ ∈ Rnm and the tip pose, generally expressed with
respect to a fixed reference frame as T ∈ R4×4.

The control variables are the inputs to the actuation systems,
which maps the control values onto the joint values q in the
configuration space. With the knowledge of the joint values, the
forward kinematics then allows mapping the joint values onto the

Cartesian space and obtain the tip pose T (q) =
[
R(q) P (q)

0 1

]
,

withR(q) ∈ R3×3 describing the tip orientation, and P (q) ∈
R3 the tip position.

In the simplest case, such as for serial-link manipulators, the
mapping from the control values θ, which could be the motor
positions, to the joint positions q is straightforward, as it is
just a linear relationship, depending on the gear ratio. In more
complex robots, such as continuum robots or flexible robots,
the actuation system is more complex, as it could be pneumatic,
hydraulic, or tendon-based [25]–[27]. This makes the mapping
from actuation to joint space nonlinear q = q(θ). Therefore, in
general the mapping from the control variables to the tip pose
can be expressed as T = T (q) = T (q(θ)).

Due to such complexities in certain robotic structures [9],
ANN result useful to learn the whole mapping from actuation

space to Cartesian space (tip pose) θ → P̂ . P̂ = [P̂ ψ̂]T is
used in this work to represent the ANN expected output, with
P̂ ∈ R3 the expected tip position and ψ̂ a vector representing
the tip orientation. As discussed in the following subsection, dif-
ferent representations can be used. The layered and parametric
structure of ANN allows computing the robot expected Cartesian
Jacobian Ĵ = ∂P̂

∂θ .

C. Representations for Orientations

A rotation matrix R ∈ R3×3 can be generally obtained from
three different representations [28]:

1) Angle-Axis: A unit-norm axis specifies the rotation direc-
tion and an angle defines the rotation amount.

2) Quaternions: Unit quaternions are 4-dimensional vectors
that, similarly to the angle-axis representation, allow obtaining
a rotation matrix by considering the rotation about a certain axis
by a given angle. The advantage of using quaternions is that their
derivation is singularity-free.

3) Roll, Pitch, Yaw: Euler angles like Roll, Pitch, and Yaw
define a rotation matrix by considering consecutive rotations
about defined axis. In Roll, Pitch, Yaw representation a rotation
matrix is obtained asR(α, β, γ) = Rx(α)Ry(β)Rz(γ), where
ψ = [α β γ]T define the rotations about the x, y, z axes of a
fixed reference frame.

As shown in [29], all these representations are discontin-
uous and difficult for ANN to learn. Furthermore, the whole
quaternion and the axis in the Angle-Axis representation need
to be unitary, thus requiring additional manipulation such as
an appropriate representation (for instance in spherical co-
ordinates or in a hyper-space) or adjustments to the cost
function [29], [30].

Due to fewer requirements in the representation, we therefore
focus on learning the orientation by means of RPY angles,
expressing the pose as P̂ = [P̂ ψ̂]T . This choice comes with
the drawback of properly planning the robot motion to avoid
singularities (e.g. Gimbal lock).

D. Robot Kinematic Control

For control purposes, having a model of the robotic system
allows exploiting traditional optimal controllers, and thus guar-
antee system’s stability. The goal of the inverse kinematics is
to compute the control variables, in order to follow a desired
Cartesian trajectory (in terms of both position and orientation),

defined by P̃(t), ˙̃P(t), with ˙̃P(t) =
[

˙̃P ω̃
]T

, with ˙̃P the tip
linear velocity and ω̃ the tip generalized angular velocity. When
RPY are used, the time derivatives of the angles do not directly
map to the angular velocity, but need to be multiplied by a
transformation matrix. However, since for our control tests a
sequence of positions and RPY angles are specified, the gener-
alized angular velocity is here expressed as the rate of change

of the RPY angles as ω̃ =
˙̃
ψ. This also allows by-passing the

transformation matrix to obtain the angular velocity from RPY
representation, which might lead to additional mathematical
singularities in the control. ˜ is here used to indicate desired
quantities andˆthe modelled ones.

https://github.com/cursi36/AugNet_RobotKinematics
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At each timestep t, the optimal control variables can be
computed as:

θ∗t = arg min
θ

1

2
||P̃t − P̂t||2 (1)

where P̃t is the desired pose at the instant t, and P̂t = P̂(θt)
is the end-effector expected tip pose.

Generally, a simplification of (1) is to solve the control prob-
lem at the velocity level, carrying out a local linearization of the
kinematics, as:

θ̇
∗
t = arg min

θ̇

1

2
|| ˙̃Pt − Ĵ θ̇||2

and θt+1 = θt + θ̇
∗
tdt (2)

where dt is the motion sampling time. For redundant manipula-
tors, the minimum norm solution is usually chosen, which can
be computed as:

θ̇
∗
t = arg min

θ̇

1

2
||θ̇||2

s.t ˙̃Pt = Ĵ θ̇. (3)

Both for (2) and (3), in absence of additional motion con-

straints, the optimal solution is θ̇
∗
t = Ĵ

† ˙̃Pt, with † representing
the pseudoinverse operator and Ĵ = [Ĵp Ĵω]

T ∈ R6×nm

being the tip pose Jacobain mapping the velocities of
the control variables to the linear and generalized angular
velocities.

III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

In this section we present the proposed AugNet network to
learn robots’ pose which directly incorporates information about
differential relationships in the model.

A. Position Learning in SE(3)

Learning the mapping from actuation space to the 3D tip
position is a straightforward process. A standard ANN can be
used with the inputs being the actuation space values θ and the
tip positions as outputs ŷ = P̂ . The network derivatives can then
be computed as in Appendix V-A.

B. Orientation Learning in SO(3)

To overcome the discontinuity limitation in learning orien-
tations, in this work we use ANN to learn the mapping from
the actuation space to the trigonometric representation of each
RPY angle as θ → ŷ with ŷ = [ ˆsinα ˆcosα]T , where α is the
Roll angle, for instance. The same applies to β, γ. This allows
training the network on data values that are more continuous,
even at higher-order derivatives, given that the sine and cosine
are both infinitely differentiable.

The RPY angles can then be computed as α̂ = atan2(
ˆsinα
ˆcosα )

(same for β, γ) and their derivatives can be easily computed
as in Appendix V-B. Employing RPY can however still pose
challenges in the motion planning, due to possible singularities
(e.g. Gimbal lock).

Fig. 1. The augmented network architecture to model the robot forward
kinematics in SE(3) for the tip position P̂ and the orientation in terms of
RPY angles α, β, γ. Each network cell learns each mapping independently.
The structure of the network cells is shown on the right-hand side, where ŷ is a
generic output of the cell.

C. AugNet Model

In order to learn the full robot pose and include information
about the differential relationships between the pose itself and
the tip rates of changes, AugNet is employed. It consists of 4
different network cells, with each cell learning each mapping
independently: one for the mapping from actuation space to 3D
tip position; one for the mapping to the Roll angle α, one for
Pitch angle β, and one for the Yaw angle γ in trigonometric
representation (Fig. 1).

Each network cell takes as input the actuation values θ and
their rate of change per unit of timeΔθ. The actuation values are
then fed into a Feedforward Network Layer (which can consist
of different hidden layers with various nodes), outputting the
predicted value ŷ(θ, w), where w are the network’s weights in
the feedforward layer. With the given mapping, its derivatives
are computed obtaining Ĵy(θ, w) = ∂ŷ(θ,w)

∂θ from the Deriva-
tive Layer. This layer does not add any new weights in the
model, but just computes the network derivatives as shown in
Appendix A.

Given the computed output derivatives and the inputs rate
of changes, the final output rate of change can be computed
in the multiplication layer as Δ̂y = ĴyΔθ. The current imple-
mentation may suffer from scalability issues due to the explicit
computation of the Jacobian matrix.

It is worth noticing that the inputΔθ is only used in the training
phase to compute the output rate of change. For control purposes
only the Feedforward Layer is retained, which allows computing
the predicted output and the Jacobian.

D. Network Training Loss

As mentioned, the proposed AugNet consists of 4 indepen-
dent cells to learn the full pose, therefore each cell is indepen-
dently trained.
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In order to take into account the differential mapping each
cell’s weights are optimized as:

w∗ = arg min
w

l

with l =
w1

D

D∑
d=0

||ym,d − ŷ(θd, w)||2

+
w2

D

D∑
d=0

||Δym,d − Ĵy(θd, w)Δθd||2, (4)

where θd,Δθd are the measured control variable values and
their rate of changes, ym,d,Δym,d the measured output and
its rate of change in the dataset consisting of D samples,
andw1 = 0.1, w2 = 1 are heuristically user-defined parameters.
Settingw2 >> w1 allows favouring the differential mapping. If
w1 = 1, w2 = 0 the learning would correspond to the standard
techniques used for training ANN for forward robot kinematic
modelling. Due to the possible different scales between the
measured tip positions and velocities, the outputs might need
normalization.

1) Position Loss: For learning the tip position, (4) can be
directly used with ym = Pm, Δym = ΔPm being the mea-
sured tip positions and their rate of change, ŷ = P̂ the predicted
output, Ĵy = Ĵp ∈ R3×nm the Cartesian position Jacobian.

2) Orientation Loss: For each RPY angle the values
in (4) correspond to ym = [sinαm cosαm]

T , Δym =

[Δsinαm Δcosαm]
T , where αm is the measured angle in the

dataset. In this case the network Jacobian will correspond to
Ĵy = [Ĵsin Ĵcos]

T ∈ R2×nm as described in Appendix V-B.
Additionally, due to the trigonometric relationship between

sines and cosines a further term is added in the cost to minmize
the weights, namely:

lα = l +
w3

D

D∑
d=0

(
( ˆsinαd)

2 + ( ˆcosαd)
2 − 1

)
(5)

where w3 = 10−2 in order to penalize the model when the
trigonometric relationship is not satisfied. The same applies to
the Pitch and Yaw angles β, γ.

E. Full Pose Network Model

Once AugNet is trained with the trigonometric representa-
tion for the orientation, only the Feedforward Layer of each
cell will be retained for control purposes. Therefore the input is
only the control variables θ and the predicted pose is obtained by
stacking together each output as P̂ = [P̂ α̂ β̂ γ̂]T , where the
RPY angles are computed from the learnt trigonometric map-

ping as α̂ = atan2(
ˆsinα
ˆcosα ), β̂ = atan2(

ˆsinβ
ˆcosβ

), γ̂ = atan2(
ˆsinγ
ˆcosγ ).

Additionally, the predicted pose Jacobian is also computed as:

Ĵ =

[
Ĵp

Ĵω

]
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ĵp

Ĵα

Ĵβ

Ĵγ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R6×nm (6)

where Ĵp ∈ R3×nm is the tip position Jacobian directly com-
puted from the network structure, whereas Ĵα, Ĵβ , Ĵγ ∈ R1×nm

Fig. 2. The 7-DOF and soft robot models.

are the Jacobians of the RPY angles that need to be computed
with some manipulation of the trigonometric derivatives as in
Appendix V-B.

IV. RESULTS

The proposed network architectures is here employed to
model and control two different robotic systems, comparing its
performance to a standard network learning approach. Matlab
Robotics Toolbox is used for the simulation tests.

A. Robot Model Learning

We tested the proposed architectures to learn the kinematic
models of: an articulated 7-DOF arm, of total length of 1.625 m;
a 3-segment soft continuum robot, with length of 80 mm (Fig. 2).
For the 7-DOF arm the control variables are the 7-dimensional
joint position vector. For the soft robot, each segment is con-
trolled by specifying the bending (ρ) and twist (Ψ) angles in
the configuration space, for a total of 6 control variables. Its
simulated model relies on a constant-curvature model.

We here compare the modelling and control results on simu-
lation tests comparing the proposed AugNet model to a more
standard ANN network (FFNet) that doesn’t include the differ-
ential relationships in the training (meaning w1 = 1, w2 = 0
in the loss function (4)).

1) Data Collection: In many robotic scenarios, the model of
the robot is completely unknown. Therefore, the only feasible
way to collect data for the learning is by commanding directly
desired values for the control variables. In order to explore
as much as possible of the reachable workspace, the control
variable are excited with a set of random motions such as to span
the whole control variable range. Fig. 3 shows an example with
3 randomly generated motions for the 7-DOF robot. For the soft
robot, each control variable was excited with 20 different random
motions, each one sampled in 443 points with a sampling time of
100 ms, for a total of 8860 datapoints. For the 7-DOF, 30 random
motions were used, sampled in 443 points, resulting in 13290
datapoints collected. The ground truth simulated robot models
are used to collect the data of the corresponding tip position
and RPY angles. The RPY angles are then used to collect their
trigonometric representations in terms of sines and cosines.

In order to train the proposed AugNet, data for the rates of
change of the control variables and for the tip pose need to be
collected too. Since the commanded motions are smooth, the
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Fig. 3. Examples of three randomly generated motions for the data collection
of the 7-DOF robot.

rates of changes can be computed by subtracting the current
values to the ones at the previous time step.

In a real scenario, noise would be present in the measurements
and its effects would be accentuated in the differentiation. How-
ever, the data on the rate of change is only needed for the offline
training, therefore noise impact can be effectively reduced with
filtering the data.

2) Network Architecture: For learning each robot model, the
same datasets and the same optimization algorithm are used for
both FFNet andAugNetmodels. A 70%− 30% random split
between training and test data is chosen for the offline model
learning. For the soft robot, the network cell for learning the tip
position consists of two hidden layers with 100 and 50 neurons
each, while each cell for the RPY angle has one hidden layer with
100 neurons. For the 7-DOF robot the network cell for the tip
position consists of three hidden layers with 100, 50, 50 neurons
each, and each RPY cell angle has two hidden layers with 100
and 50 neurons each. In all cases sigmoid activation function
is used to ensure continuity of the derivatives. The network
structures were obtained heuristically and by trial-and-error,
choosing the one with smallest cost on the training and test sets.

To better compare the capabilities of AugNet over FFNet
we trained each model 5 different times with a varying number of
epochs. In each training, the network architecture, the datasets,
and the optimizer remained the same. We used Pytorch and
selected ADAM [31] as optimizer, with a learning rate of 10−3

to train each model.

B. Robot Control Tests

We tested the learnt models in two different control tests,
conducted in pure open-loop. Therefore the performance only
relies on the accuracy of the learnt models.

1) Regulation Task: We randomly specified 100 poses within
the robot workspace and numerically solved the inverse kinemat-
ics to reach each one. The robots always start from their home
configuration.

2) Path Tracking Task: We specified an infinity-shaped path
within the robots’ workspace and used the control strategy

Fig. 4. Representation of the control tasks for the 7-DOF and soft robot:
(a) regulation task; (b) the path tracking task.

described in II-D to track the desired path. For the soft robot
the path is sampled in 300 points, whereas for the 7-DOF robot
100 samples are used.

Fig. 4 shows the desired tasks for each robot. Due to the
design of the soft robot and its thin and not convex workspace,
it is not possible to control independently the motion along each
Cartesian component and the tip orientation. For this reason,
only x, y components of the tip position are controlled in each
test. For the 7-DOF robot, instead, desired tip positions and
orientations are specified.

Fig. 5 and 6 report the control results for each robot and
for each trained network. We compared the AugNet net-
works and FFNet networks by considering the mean tip posi-
tion error norm ε̄P = 1

N

∑
n εp,n = 1

N

∑
n ||P̃n − Pn|| and the

mean tip orientation error norm ε̄RPY = 1
N

∑
n εRPY,n =

1
N

∑
n || [1 1 1]T − cos(ψ̃n − ψn)||, wheren = 1 . . . N is the

number of samples in the task, P̃ , ψ̃ are the desired tip position
and orientation, and P, ψ the actual tip position and orientation
obtained from the ground truth simulated models.

For the path tracking task of the 7-DOF robot, the median error
forAugNet results to be 35.56 mm for the tip position tracking
and 0.02 for the RPY; for FFNet the median tip position error
is 41.62 mm and 0.04 for the orientation. ForAugNet the worst
performing network is the 5-th one, both on tracking the tip
position and the RPY angles with a maximum error of 90 mm
on the tip position and 0.59 on the RPY. For FFNet both the
second and fourth networks lead to the worst performances.

With regards to the regulation task the median error for
AugNet results to be 163.88 mm and 0.49 for the orientation,
compared to 167.47 mm and 0.48 for FFNet. The larger errors
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Fig. 5. Overall box plots for the simulated control tasks with each of the 5
trained AugNet and FFNet networks for: (a) 7-DOF robot; (b) soft robot.
ε̄P and ε̄RPY are the mean norm of the tip position and orientation errors. The
red lines are the median of the mean errors and the box area corresponds to the
75-th percentile.

in the regulation tasks for both models are due to the fact that
some desired poses are in very little explored regions of the
workspace, so the inverse kinematics with the learned models
does not manage to converge to an accurate solution.

Regarding the soft robot path tracking task, it is againAugNet
to show the best performance with a median tip positioning
error of 0.86 mm compared to a median error of 1.35 mm for
FFNet. In one case when using the 4-th FFNet network, the
task cannot even be completed stably and the robot diverges
from the reference. In terms of the regulation task, the median
tracking error forAugNet is 18.5 mm, compared to 19.45 mm of
the trained FFNet networks. Additionally the trainedAugNet
networks show very similar results, leading to much smaller
variance in the path tracking control tests.

C. Real World Experiments

Because of the soft robot still being under design, and given
the better performance ofAugNet, we further tested the control
with our proposed AugNet learned model from the simulation
on a real 7-DOF KUKA IIWA LBR 14 arm. The robot is required
to follow in open-loop an infinity shape path with constant ori-
entation and a square path with varying yaw (Fig. 7). The mean
error norms for the infinity shape path result to be ε̄P = 16.61
mm and ε̄RPY = 0.001, whereas for the square path the errors
are ε̄P = 44.10 mm and ε̄RPY = 0.03.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter we proposeAugNet, a neural network architec-
ture to include differential relationships in the training of forward
kinematics mapping. Additionally, we propose a trigonometric
representation for the orientation in terms of RPY angles in order
to overcome discontinuties in model training and properly learn
full robots poses in SE(3).

Simulation and real world experiments show that the proposed
AugNet outperforms a standard feedforward ANN learning
approach. The main drawback of the current approach is that
RPY angles have been used for control and it must be ensured
that the desired commanded values are continuous to avoid
instability in the control. Further investigation is however needed
in order to properly propose a representation for quaternions or
Angle-Axis that would be suitable for learning with ANN, as
in [29].

Additionally, our tests show that there are still generalization
issues to consider. In fact, the errors both in the tracking and
regulation task are mainly due to the fact that some desired poses
might be in little explored areas where the models were not
accurately learnt.

APPENDIX A
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK DERIVATIVES

Consider a feedforward Neural Network (ANN) withL layers,
where yl = a(zl) ∈ Rno is the output of layer l, a is the activa-
tion function, zl =W lxl, with W l ∈ Rno×ni contains both the
weights and biases of the layer. The gradient of the network with
respect to all the weightsw[0:l] up to layer l can be computed as:

glw =
∂yl

∂w[0:l]
=
∂yl

∂zl

[
∂zl

∂w[0:l−1]
∂zl

∂wl

]

=
∂yl

∂zl

[
W l ∂zl−1

∂w[0:l−1]
∂zl

∂wl

]
. (7)

The derivative ∂yl

∂zl
∈ Rno×no is a diagonal matrix whose el-

ements depend on the chosen activation function and can
be analytically computed. For a sigmoid function it results

that
∂ylj
∂zlj

= e
−zl

j

(1+e
−zl

j )2
, whereas for a swish function

∂ylj
∂zlj

=

zlje
−zl

j

(1+e
−zl

j )2
+ 1

(1+e
−zl

j )
for each element j = 1 . . . no.

The derivative ∂zl

∂wl ∈ Rno×noni is such that
∂zlj
∂wl

h,k

={
xlk, if h = j

0, otherwise
.

By iterating through all the network layers l = 0 . . . L is then
possible to analytically compute the gradient of the full network
with respect to all the network weights.

The derivatives of the network with respect to the inputsx0 can
be similarly computed analytically and iteratively considering
that, for each layer l:

glx =
∂yl

∂x0
=
∂yl

∂zl
∂zl

∂x0
=
∂yl

∂zl
W l ∂z

l−1

∂x0
. (8)

Starting again from the first layer l = 0, which is such that ∂z
0

∂x0 =
W 0, the final network derivative can be obtained.
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Fig. 6. Simulation path tracking results with both AugNet and FFNet models, for each trained network for: (a) 7-DOF robot; (b) soft robot.
εP = ||P̃n − Pn|| is the norm of the error between the desired and the actual tip position; εRPY = || [1 1 1]T − cos(ψ̃n − ψn)|| is the norm of the error
on the Roll, Pitch, Yaw angles.

Fig. 7. Path tracking results on the real KUKA IIWA LBR 14 robotic arm.

A. Position Derivatives

Given the ANN to map the motor values θ ∈ Rnm to the 3D
tip position P̂ in III, the robot Jacobian for the linear velocity
can be directly computed as Ĵp = gLx from (8).

B. RPY Derivatives

Considering the chosen representation for the orientation, the
ANN outputs a two dimensional vector for each angle consisting

of the sine and cosine of the angle itself. As an example, for the
Roll angle α the will map the the motor values θ to ŷtrig =

[ ˆsinα ˆcosα]T . The network derivative would then be the matrix

Ĵtrig =
∂ŷtrig
∂θ =

[
Ĵsin
Ĵcos

]
∈ R2×nm computed from (8).

The angle is computed as α̂ = atan(
ˆsinα
ˆcosα ), where atan(·) is

the arctangent function.
Considering the arctangent function ξ = atan(ψ), its deriva-

tive is ∂ξ
∂ψ = 1

1+ψ2 , where, in our case, ξ = α̂, ψ =
ˆsinα
ˆcosα . The
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angle Jacobian can thus be computed as:

Ĵα =
∂α

∂θ
=
∂

∂θ

(
atan

(
ˆsinα

ˆcosα

))
=

1

1 + (
ˆsinα
ˆcosα )

2

∂

∂θ

(
ˆsinα

ˆcosα

)

=
1

1 + (
ˆsinα
ˆcosα )

2

( 1

ˆcosα
Ĵsin −

ˆsinα

( ˆcosα)2
Ĵcos

)

= ˆcosα Ĵsin − ˆsinα Ĵcos.
(9)

This can be repeated for each RPY angle.
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